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Tagliani's older brother Jake is very keen on a potential, expanded FIA WEC event in Australia. Jake said last month that he saw his brother
holding firm in strong opposition to a Super GT race in Tasmania. The 'right-hand' tagliani brother made it plain last month that Super GT
would not be welcome in the Australian state, but Jake may have been misled, as his brother obviously does not rule out the possibility of a
WEC race in Australia. "Tony's still keen on a WEC race in Australia, there's nothing concrete I know of," he told CommsWise. "I'm not going
to say Tony definitely won't, I'm just going to say he hasn't made a decision on that because there's no decision to make at the moment.
"That's all I can say. Tony did confirm he was against a Super GT race in Tasmania for the whole of the year, but he hasn't decided whether
or not it's still a good idea to do it. "He knows it's not beneficial to the WEC at the moment, if he'd do it it would be better to do it in the
future. "He doesn't want to do it in this year, or next year, or any year, unless it's beneficial to the WEC, because he's convinced that the
WEC race at the Bathurst 12 Hours would be very successful. "At the moment he's very against the idea, he doesn't want to do Super GT
this year. I'm not saying Tony will rule it out definitely, just that he hasn't ruled it out." WEC has held an Australian round since its inaugural
season in 2012. The event at Bathurst in 2013 won the local support for the event and nearly 10,000 fans were on the track 6d1f23a050
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